Comparative analysis of Trichuris muris surface using conventional, low vacuum, environmental and field emission scanning electron microscopy.
The whipworm of the genus Trichuris Roederer, 1791, is a nematode of worldwide distribution and comprises species that parasitize humans and other mammals. Infections caused by Trichuris spp. in mammals can lead to various intestinal diseases of human and veterinary interest. The morphology of Trichuris spp. and other helminths has been mostly studied using conventional scanning electron microscopy of chemically fixed, dried and metal-coated specimens, although this kind of preparation has been shown to introduce a variety of artifacts such as sample shrinking, loss of secreted products and/or hiding of small structures due to sample coating. Low vacuum (LVSEM) and environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) have been applied to a variety of insulator samples, also used in the visualization of hydrated and/or live specimens in their native state. In the present work, we used LVSEM and ESEM to analyze the surface of T. muris and analyze its interaction with the host tissue using freshly fixed or unfixed hydrated samples. Analysis of hydrated samples showed a set of new features on the surface of the parasite and the host tissue, including the presence of the secretory products of the bacillary glands on the surface of the parasite, and the presence of mucous material and eggs on the intestinal surface. Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) was also applied to reveal the detailed structure of the glandular chambers in fixed, dried and metal coated samples. Taken together, the results show that analysis of hydrated samples may provide new insights in the structural organization of the surface of helminth parasites and its interaction with the infected tissue, suggesting that the application of alternative SEM techniques may open new perspectives for analysis in taxonomy, morphology and host-parasite interaction fields.